
Game: Shape the Tortilla (1st - 5th Graders) 
Supplies:  
• Tortillas 
• Gluten Free Tortillas 
• Shape Selections in a bowl or hat 
• White board with expo marker for clearly keeping score for the kids 
•
Instructions: 
1. Split the group into 2-4 teams.  
2. Have each team select a person to be their tortilla shaper and have the shapers come to the front of the 

room. 
3. Allow each shaper to select a shape out of the bowl, but keep the shape a secret. 
4. On “Go” each shaper must shape their tortilla like the shape they drew. They are only allowed to remove 

pieces of the tortilla by biting and eating the pieces they want to remove.  
5. If at any point the contestant messes up, they can not grab a new tortilla or speak at all. They must keep 

working on their tortilla the best they can. 
6. The first team that guesses gets one point. The second team that guesses gets two points. And so on. 
7. When the round is over, a new shaper is selected for each group. 
8. Keep repeating each round and collecting points. 
9. The team with the fewest points at the ends wins! 

Game: 4 Corners (4 year olds - Kindergartners) 
Prep 
• Tape the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 on each corner of the room. 

Instructions: 
1. Select a child to be “it” and have them sit in the middle of the room and cover their eyes.  
2. The person who is “it” must count to 15. As they are  counting, the rest of the class must run to a corner. If 

they are not in a corner when they get to 15, whichever corner they are closest to is the corner they must go.  
3. With their eyes still covered, the person who is “it” must call out a corner. All the kids in the corner that was 

called are out. 
4. Repeat  steps 3 and 4 until just one kid remains. 
5. The remaining kid is the WINNER, and gets to be “it” on the next round.  
6. Keep playing until time runs out.  
•


